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ABSTRACT 

 
I employ automated content analysis to measure the dimensionality of Senate debates on the 
2003 Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act  and compare these results with the final vote. The 
underlying verbal conflict leading up to the final roll call vote contains two important 
dimensions: (1) an emotive battle over the abortion procedure itself, and (2) the battle over 
the constitutionality of the bill. Surprisingly, senators appear not to have voted along the first 
dimension of the verbal conflict, but rather along the second dimension. The analysis of the 
deliberations of senators not only enables us to understand the complexity of the arguments 
that is not captured in the vote, but it also uncovers (and measures empirically) the strategies 
employed by legislators to shape the relevant lines of conflict, and ultimately, the final 
content of the bill. 
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 I. INTRODUCTION 
 
On 18 April, 2007, the Supreme Court upheld, by a majority of five to four, a 2003 federal 

ban on a specific method of late-term abortion known medically as D & X (dilation and 

extraction), and to others as “partial-birth abortion”.  In Gonzales v. Carhart, it overruled six 

federal courts and appeared to reverse its own ruling in 2000, in which it voted five-to-four to 

strike down a similar state law. The 2007 decision thus signals a shift in the Court’s stance on 

abortion, namely that although the availability of legalized abortion is upheld (as established 

in 1973 with Roe v Wade), restrictions should be imposed on the method of abortion. 

Moreover, this is the first time that the Court has upheld an abortion ban which contains no 

exception to preserve a woman’s health.   

Any number of factors may have shaped the Court opinion.1 However, one overriding 

feature of the 2007 decision distinguishes it from the 2000 ruling—Congress deliberately 

crafted the 2003 ban to withstand  critical scrutiny by the Supreme Court. To this end, in 

crafting the federal ban and manoeuvring it to the final roll call vote in October 2003, 

Republican members of Congress (MCs) employed a number of tactics: they included 

congressional fact findings to strengthen the constitutional case; they deflected both floor 

amendments and scrutiny by the judiciary committee; and they framed the procedure itself as 

the equivalent of infanticide.  

While the final roll call vote in the Senate is important in its own right, an analysis of 

the vote reveals only a simplification of the preferences of MCs. By looking only at the vote, 

we cannot determine the reasons why members of Congress cast their votes as they did. There 

is therefore a strong case for moving beyond the analysis of the roll call vote to examine the 

arguments, deliberations and rhetoric that shaped the content of the bill and the outcome.  

This paper explores the means by which Senators evaluated and debated the Partial-

birth Abortion (PBA) Ban Act of 2003,2 and thus the framing or spin used by some of the 

legislators to shape the content and passage of the bill.3 This brings together the 

multidimensionality of deliberation and Keith Poole’s finding of single-dimensionality4 in the 

final roll call vote.5  A relatively new methodology is used here for analyzing dimensionality 
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in a legislative setting. I employ automated content software—Alceste—to analyze Senate 

debates on the PBA Ban and compare these results with Poole’s depiction of the final roll call 

vote on this legislation in October 2003. While the final vote on this bill appears to be, as 

Poole argues, one dimensional, the underlying conflict leading up to the final vote contains 

two important dimensions: the first is an emotive and personal battle over the particular 

abortion procedure which the bill sought to ban; and the second is a legal/constitutional battle 

over the constitutionality of the bill.  

Intuitively, one might expect the final vote to divide along the first dimension, 

inasmuch as it received relatively more attention in the debates, but this is not the case. 

Surprisingly, senators appear to have divided along the second dimension—i.e., the issue of 

constitutionality. Hence while Poole’s roll call analysis portrays the vote as mainly the 

product of general attitudes on the liberal-conservative scale (and implicitly assumes that the 

legislative process serves to transform these attitudes into a choice), textual analysis of the 

debates reveals the importance of constitutionality to the rhetoric of support or opposition. 

MCs legitimized their votes with reference to their contrasting interpretations of the meaning 

of the constitution with respect to abortion rights, namely whether or not a woman’s access to 

a particular method of abortion could be contingent upon her health (as firmly established in 

Roe v. Wade). While these contrasting interpretations may be subsumed within a liberal-

conservative attitudinal dimension, this is not to say that they are synonymous with it. Instead, 

because the constitutional dimension appears to emerge as a product of the process of 

deliberation, this process itself should not simply be interpreted as a means to transform 

liberal-conservative attitudes into a roll call vote. Rather, the process of deliberation 

introduces a substantive dimension of its own—namely, the constitutional dimension.6

Members of Congress may pursue a number of goals in their floor votes—good 

public policy, partisan and/or ideological goals, and satisfying constituents in order to gain re-

election.7 In the PBA Ban, the primary strategy of the ban’s supporters was to enact a law 

that—assuming (with almost perfect certainty) that opponents would launch a constitutional 

challenge8—the Supreme Court would uphold. As a longer-term strategy, this outcome would 
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constitute one step in a gradual “squeeze” on abortion rights. In the Senate  roll call vote, 

MCs were certainly motivated by their own ideological stance on abortion (and in this sense, 

their positions on a liberal-conservative scale shaped their votes); but they also sought to 

claim credit from their constituents for the final policy outcome—an outcome which 

invariably would require the judgment of the Supreme Court. As Martin has argued, MCs are 

constrained by the separation of powers and thus to pursue re-election and other goals, they 

are not as concerned with particular roll call votes as they are with the ultimate policy 

outcome.9 With the 2003 PBA Ban Act, senators acted upon their oath to defend the 

constitution by clashing with each other to define the meaning of the constitution. The idea of 

Congress acting to supplement the Supreme Court in considering constitutional issues is well-

established;10 however, the case of the federal ban of 2003 provides an excellent example of 

this idea put into practice. 

In sum, the analysis of this paper not only enables us to understand the complexity of 

the arguments that is not captured in the vote, but it also uncovers (and measures empirically) 

the strategies employed by legislators to shape the relevant lines of conflict, and in so doing, 

complements recent studies of deliberation of congressional debates.11 Section II describes 

the case of the Partial-birth Abortion Ban Act; section III discusses the data and provides a 

brief description of the methodology (while a fuller description is given in the Appendix); 

section IV gives the results of the analysis; and section V discusses the results in light of the 

what they reveal about the importance of legislative process for the final outcome 

II. THE CASE OF THE PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION BAN ACT 

a. Background 

i. Party Polarization on Abortion  

Abortion is one of the most prominent issues in recent times to have sparked the 

passions of Americans.12  Adams has argued persuasively that abortion is one of the key 

issues driving ideological polarization between the Democratic and Republican party elites.13 

Paralleling the findings of Poole and Rosenthal,14 he identifies a clear partisan trend on 

abortion in Congressional roll call votes from 1979 onwards, with Democrats becoming 
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increasingly “pro-choice” and Republicans increasingly “pro-life.”15 This has resulted in 

more internal party cohesion on the abortion issue and clearer party signals to the electorate.16  

 ii. The Procedure 

In a National Abortion Federation Risk Management Seminar paper in 1992, Dr Martin 

Haskell detailed a procedure for second trimester abortion, which he termed “Dilation and 

Extraction” (or D & X) to distinguish it from the classic D & E (dilation and evacuation) 

procedure (in which the fetus is dismembered inside the uterus before removal).17  In the D & 

X procedure, the doctor dilates the cervix and then removes the fetus feet-first. With all but 

the head of the fetus delivered, the doctor uses a pair of Metzenbaum scissors to puncture the 

base of the skull and then inserts a suction catheter into the hole to evacuate the contents of 

the skull, after which the fetus is completely removed from the patient.18  

 iii. Partial-birth Abortion Bans 

This procedure came to be described by many pro-life proponents as “partial-birth abortion” 

(PBA), in part because the term essentially recasts abortion as infanticide. For pro-lifers, 

“(t)he baby was emerging into the world, only to be stopped, stabbed, and crushed. This was 

no mere abortion. It was a brutally thwarted ‘birth’”.19 Saletan further argues that Republicans 

latched onto this abortion method as a way to “move the abortion debate out of the woman’s 

body” and thereby render moot the notion of a woman’s choice and control over her body.20  

Pro-choice proponents vehemently oppose this labelling of the procedure, arguing 

that it is not a medical term and that the so-called birth is artificial and premature. They 

further maintain that physicians should decide the abortion procedure most appropriate to the 

needs of the woman, and in cases of late-term abortion, this may be D & E or D & X.21  At 

issue is whether the method of abortion (at whatever stage in the pregnancy) ought to be left 

to the discretion of physicians or whether legislators should have a say in which methods are 

acceptable and which are not. Or, as one critic of the 2003 Act succinctly states, “(i)f a 

mother has a right to choose abortion in the first place, she has a right to choose the safest 

method regardless of whether the fetus is terminated inside or outside the uterus.”22  
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The first attempt by Congress to ban the procedure was the Partial-Birth Abortion 

Ban Act of 1995. The House overrode President Clinton’s 1996 veto of the bill, but the 

Senate was several votes short with a margin of 58 yeas to 40 nays.23 Again, in 1997, 

Congress passed a ban on partial-birth abortion and again it was vetoed by President Clinton. 

The House overrode the veto with even more votes than in 1996, but the override narrowly 

failed in the Senate by 64 to 36. Subsequently, a number of states passed bans on the 

procedure, giving rise to numerous court cases against the state bans on the grounds that the 

bans were unconstitutional. One such case, Stenberg v. Carhart (2000) reached the Supreme 

Court, and in a five to four decision the Court struck down a Nebraska law that made partial-

birth abortion illegal because it failed to create an exception for the woman’s health and 

because the statute was deemed ambiguous (i.e., it might be construed as banning some D & 

E procedures). Inasmuch as the Supreme Court required exceptions for the health of the 

mother (including mental and emotional health) in Roe v. Wade (and Doe v. Bolton), the 

Nebraska law breached these landmark rulings by failing to include an exception for the 

woman’s health. In 2002, Rep. Steve Chabot introduced yet another ban on the procedure in 

the House, which passed and was placed on the Senate legislative calendar in late July of 

2002, but given the lateness in the year, was not scheduled for Senate action. 

b. The Partial-birth Abortion Ban Act of 2003 

 i. Passage of the Bill 

In February 2003, Sen. Rick Santorum introduced a ban on the procedure in the Senate (S.3). 

The novel feature of the 2003, as distinct from previous bills, was that it directly challenged 

the Supreme Court’s acceptance (in Stenberg v. Carhart, 2000) of findings from the lower 

court that a partial-birth abortion may be necessary to preserve the health of a woman. The 

2003 bill presented factual findings that the procedure “is never medically necessary” and can 

pose serious risks to women,24 and notes that the Supreme Court, by precedence, accords 

deference to congressional fact findings.  

This was passed by the Senate with one amendment by Sen. Tom Harkin which 

expressed the Sense of the Senate that Roe v. Wade “was appropriate” and “should not be 
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overturned”. Three other amendments failed to pass:   Sen. Patty Murray sought to increase 

the availability of contraceptives, but her amendment was ruled out of order because it raised 

budgetary issues; Sen. Richard Durbin, sought a title change (to “Late Term Abortion 

Limitation Act”) and the insertion of a medical exception; and similarly, Sen. Diane Feinstein 

sought to change the title to the “Post-Viability Abortion Restriction Act” and to insert a 

health exception. Notably, the bill was not committed to the Senate Judiciary Committee: on 

March 12th, Sen. Barbara Boxer moved to commit the bill but this motion failed 42 to 56.25 

The bill passed the House in June and the conference report was filed in late September. 26 On 

October 2, 2003, the House agreed to the conference version of the bill (which now excluded 

the Harkin amendment that had passed the Senate), and in turn this was also agreed in the 

Senate (64-34) on October 21. On November 5, President Bush signed the bill, and it became 

Public Law No: 108-105. 

 ii. The Final Vote in NOMINATE 

In terms of roll call voting, abortion is seen as slowly becoming a liberal-conservative issue 

which can more easily be mapped into an existing left-right ideological (first) dimension.27 

Poole describes the October 21 Senate vote as “nearly one-dimensional” although a second 

dimension—on “ ‘social’ or ‘lifestyle’ issues”—accounts for a small amount of the voting. 28 

His graphs of the ideal points for senators, along with the cutting line for this vote and the 

seven senators whose votes were incorrectly predicted, are presented in Figure 1. Since he 

finds that a second dimension is “extremely weak” in the 108th Senate he interprets this vote 

as representative of a one-dimensional legislature.29  

While Poole’s interpretation of the vote as mostly one-dimensional may be open to 

dispute (for example, the nearly 45 degree angle of the cutting line in Figure 1 seems to 

suggest that both dimensions contributed to the vote), the criticism of this article is that his 

focus is on the votes alone. Ultimately senators voted on a particular form of this bill: their 

final vote was shaped and constrained by a deliberate framing of the bill and manipulation of 

choices available to senators on which to vote. Poole’s one-dimensional interpretation of the 

vote is helpful in providing the overarching ideological framework, but it provides no insight 
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into the issues at stake, the legislative strategies employed, and the framing arguments used to 

influence both the final vote and, more particularly, the anticipated judgment of Supreme 

Court justices.   

[Figure 1 – about here] 

III. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

a. Data 

This paper adopts a unique approach to bridging textual and voting data. The former 

consists of all the Senate floor debates on the Partial-birth Abortion Ban Act of 2003 from 

March to the final vote on October 21, 2003 (see Table 1), while the latter consists of Poole’s 

rank order of each senator for the 108th Congress30 (Table 2), plus the senator’s party 

affiliation and vote on October 21, 2003. Poole notes that senators’ party affiliations “are 

almost perfectly separated in the liberal-conservative ordering”31 with Barbara Boxer at 1.0 

being the most liberal senator and Jon Kyl at 100 the most conservative. Table 2 also 

indicates with asterisks the senators that were misclassified by NOMINATE—and were thus 

“errors”—in the October 21, 2003 vote on the bill. As noted earlier, deliberations on the bill 

occurred only on the floor of the Senate as it was never sent to the Judiciary Committee, and 

thus these debates provide a full depiction of the recorded arguments in the Senate on this bill. 

In terms of the structure of the data,  the debates form a single text file32 where each 

speech or interjection by a senator constitutes a “case”, and each is identified (or “tagged”) 

with identifying characteristics, namely, (a) the senator’s ideological rank and party affiliation 

(from Table 1) (b) the senator’s vote on the final bill (yea, nay, abstain); and (c) the nature of 

the speech (either in the form of a statement/argument or as printed material read by the 

senator or requested for inclusion in the Record). The rationale for designating whether the 

speech derived from the senator’s own words or from letters and testimony of others is to 

seek to determine whether particular lines of argument were more likely to be associated with 

the use of outside material and whether any interpretation can be placed upon such an 

association. 

[Tables 1 and 2  – about here] 
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b. Methodology: Computer-Assisted Content Analysis 

i. Computer-Assisted Content Analysis in Political Science 

Automated content analysis of political texts has captured the attention and 

imagination of political scientists, with researchers seeking to measure empirically the policy 

positions from political party manifestos and legislative speeches,33 the dynamics of political 

agenda-setting in Congress,34  political culture,35 and to classify or extract meaning from 

political texts more generally.36   

A variety of packages are on offer for automated content analysis, each providing its 

own array of analytical tools and insights into textual data.37 Some packages appear well-

suited to analyze very large corpora encompassing multiple topics, but usually these require a 

pre-coded or pre-scaled reference document from which “fixed parameters”38 may be derived 

and employed on other documents (or the larger population of documents) to scale, code 

and/or classify these documents.39 Other approaches employ machine-learning in order to 

mitigate the costs of human labelling, although they recognize that human intervention to 

monitor and guide the analysis cannot be avoided.40 Alceste, the approach used here and 

elsewhere in the social sciences,41 does not require any pre-coding but is more limited in that 

it cannot analyze very large corpora42 or corpora containing multiple discrete topics. Its chief 

advantage for the Senate debates on abortion is that it allows the researcher to analyze 

statistically and spatially the intersection of characteristics of the speakers (e.g., party 

affiliation, vote on the bill, and ideological rank) with the tendency of those speakers to 

develop and focus on particular lines of argument. A more detailed description of the Alceste 

method is given in the Appendix. 

IV. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF SENATE DEBATES  

a. Identifying the Themes 

Table 3 provides a summary of the basic statistics from Alceste. The total word count 

for the text file is 257,999 and of these, 107,065 were unique words that were analyzed by the 

program.43 The passive variables44 (also referred to as tagged indicators) define 
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characteristics of each speech or “case”, and these include the senator’s rank, party affiliation, 

final vote on the bill and so on. In total, there were 59 unique tags. 

[Table 3 – About here] 

The “Initial Context Unit”, or ICU, is essentially the sampling unit—i.e., a pre-

existing division of the text and is specified by the user. I have referred to ICUs as cases, or 

the speeches of senators, and we can see that there were 479 speeches on the bill over the 

period from March 2003 to October 2003.  The “Elementary Context Unit”, or ECU, is a 

“gauged sentence”, which the program automatically constructs based upon word length and 

punctuation in the text.45 Using the presence or absence of words in each ECU, the program 

calculates matrices on which to build the classification process. The program conducts two 

preliminary analyses, each using slightly different lengths for the contextual unit.46 It then 

opts for the length that allows the greater proportion of ECUs to be successfully classified, 

relative to the total available. From Table 3 we can see that 4907 ECUs were classified, 

equating to 78% of the ECUs.  

The final two rows in Table 3 indicate the number of classes identified and the size of 

each class (as measured by the percentage of the total ECUs classified within each). In total, 

four classes are identified in the Senate debates on the PBA Ban bill.  The labels for each 

class (e.g., Choice, Rights and Morality, and so on) are not, however, automatically given by 

the program.  

The output provides the researcher with a number of different tools for 

conceptualizing the content of classes. Of the many tools, two are particularly useful—

characteristic words and characteristic ECUs. 47  The most characteristic “meaningful 

words”48 for each class, along with their χ2  statistical significance49 (with the minimum χ2 

value for selection set at 16.36 for this analysis, with one df 50), provide an indication of the 

theme or frame of argument that unifies a class. The most characteristic words for each class 

are those with the highest χ2 values. Words ending with “+” indicate that these are reduced 

forms (e.g., want+ may refer to want, wanted, or wants).  
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The top most representative words (and  χ2 values) for Class 1 are people+ (335), 

right+ (194), think (188), country (175), we ( 140), want+ (131),  I  (128),  say (102), society, 

(96) and what (94). While these words provide an initial impression of the theme of the 

class—i.e., what “we” or “I” think is  “right” for “people”, “society”, or the “country”—a 

scan through the representative ECUs is more informative. The top 20 ECUs for this class are 

fairly evenly divided between the opponents and the supporters of the bill, with each 

constructing his/her argument around the basic tension between a woman’s “right to choose” 

and the “morality” of abortion.  The focus of this class is less on the specifics of the D & X 

procedure and more on underlying conflict of views on abortion in general, and in this sense, 

this class captures the two basic frames in the abortion debate—i.e., the pro-choice frame 

“about” a woman’s right to choose and the pro-life frame “about” unborn babies and the 

morality of protecting life.51 In a more empirical light, the class forms what might be 

construed in regression terms as the constant or the intercept.   

ECUs that are typical of the arguments made by opponents of the bill highlight the 

importance of a woman’s choice (χ2  values are in brackets, with one df and the # indicates 

representative words of class 1 within the each ECU): 

(33)  That is what #Roe was, a very #balanced #decision. It #says: if you #want to 

#go through with this pregnancy, #absolutely that is your #right, but if you do not, in 

the #early stages it #says to #women: we #respect you enough, we #give you that 

#dignity; we #trust you enough to #make that #decision. (Barbara Boxer) 

 

(24)  It is the Republican leadership that repeatedly #wanted to restrict a woman’s 

#right to #choose. It is the Republican leadership that #says the language of #Roe v. 

#Wade is #extreme, and that every woman in #America #ought to #understand that, 

#especially #young #women whose #lives are #ahead of them, who have grown #up 

with more #freedom, ...  (Tom Harkin) 

ECUs that are representative of the bill’s proponents (and in particular, the bill’s sponsor, 

Sen. Rick Santorum) focus on the imperative of members of Congress to enact policies that 
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are, in their view, moral. More broadly, proponents conceptualized moral decisions as falling 

within the realm of congressional responsibility and not merely the purview of the Supreme 

Court. Indeed Santorum’s remarks reflect one theory of congressional responsibility, namely 

that members of Congress, as elected representatives, are better suited to interpret the moral 

sentiments of the American public than the courts, and as such, “should share in the handling 

of constitutional questions.”52

(23)  This is an #evil in our midst. One of the #great #things I #believe about 

#America and about my colleagues is when they #see #evil, they have the #courage to 

#stand #up and #fight it. (Rick Santorum) 

 

(24)  Some #people have #come #up to me for #years and #said: you don’t have the 

#right to #make this #moral #decision. My response is: #well, if I, as your #elected 

representative, don’t have the #right, what #gives the #right to nine unelected #judges 

to #make this #decision for you? (Rick Santorum) 

The tags for each speech (senator’s name, party, vote, and so on) provide insight as to 

which variables were highly associated with particular themes. These tags obtain statistical 

significance according to their χ2  value (with 1 df): over 3.84 for 10%; over 6.63 for 5%; and 

over 10.8 for 1%.  For Class 1, Senators Brownback, Harkin and Clinton are highly 

significant (with  χ2  values of 78, 41 and 36, respectively), and the “statement” tag—which 

signifies that senators crafted their own arguments rather than relying on printed material 

from others—obtains a value of 235.   

For Class 2, ten of the top fifteen most representative words  are medical+ (457), 

health+ (454), court+ (335), necessary (320), abortion+ (286), except+ (263), viability (261), 

supreme (244), procedure (226), and unconstitutional (201), suggesting a theme centered 

around the issue of whether or not a bill on an abortion procedure that lacks an exception for 

the health of the woman is constitutional. All but one of the top 20 ECUs are from opponents 

of the bill, who essentially argue that the bill is no different from the previous Nebraska law, 

and consequently can be expected to be ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme Court:  
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(39)  . . . #Carhart that a #Nebraska #state #law that #bans #certain #abortion 

#procedures is #unconstitutional. The #Supreme #Court #ruled it was 

#unconstitutional for two #reasons. First, it did not #include an #exception for a 

#woman’s #health. #Second, it does not #clearly #define the #procedure it aims to 

#prohibit and would #ban other #procedures, sometimes #used early in pregnancy. 

(Barbara Mikulski) 

 

(37)  . . . #furthermore, the #current #ban #fails to #meet the #provisions #set #forth 

by the #Supreme #Court in #Stenberg v. #Carhart, a #ruling that overturned a 

#Nebraska #statute #banning #abortion because it #contained no #life and #health 

#exception for the #mother.  (Barbara Boxer) 

One Republican senator who voted with the Democrats against the ban (and who, 

given Poole’s ideological ranking of 51, could be described as a weak Republican) is Susan 

Collins. As a representative ECU for the constitutional argument, her statement provides a 

good example of a moderate Republican who opposes all late-term abortions, but nonetheless 

remains committed to the Supreme Court rulings requiring the medical exception: 

(32)  #Let me be #clear from the outset that I am strongly #opposed not just to 

#partial #birth #abortions, but to all late #term #abortions. I agree they should be 

#banned. Such a #ban, however, must have an #exception for those #rare #cases 

when it is #necessary to #save the #life of the #woman or to #protect her #physical 

#health from #grievous harm. (Susan Collins)  

Amidst the top 20 representative ECUs for this class, only one was from a Republican 

supporter of the bill, who reiterated the lack of medical necessity for the procedure and 

argued that it was unambiguous in banning just D & X (and could not be construed as 

banning other procedures, e.g., D & E): 

(30)  . . . is never #necessary to #protect the #health of the #mother. #Let me #repeat, 

the #carefully drafted #definition #used in S.3 for #partial #birth #abortion cannot be 
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construed to #include any #abortion #procedure other than the D and X #procedure. 

(Jim Bunning) 

Highly significant tags for class 2 include Senators Feinstein, Mikulski and Cantwell 

(with  χ2  values of 149, 50, and 38, respectively—all at 1%). Other statistically significant 

tags for this class include (a) senators voting “nay” on the final vote, (b) Democratic senators, 

and (c) the tendency to rely on outside printed material  (with  χ2  values and significance of 

15 (1%), 8 (5%), and 21 (1%), respectively).   

For Class 3, ten of the top fifteen words (and χ2  values) are deliver+ (533), baby 

(480), brain+ (366), baby’+ (287), head+ (256), skull+ (242), cervix (234), labor (232), 

scissor+ (230), and dilat+ (203). These characteristic words are indicative of the content of 

the class, namely descriptions of the D & X procedure itself. The ECUs refine our 

understanding of this class by suggesting that while senators in favour of the ban described 

the gory details of the procedure and provided individual stories for an emotive punch, 

senators against the ban similarly invoked detailed stories of women in later stages of 

pregnancies who resorted to abortions rather than risk serious medical complications for 

themselves or when the fetuses were seriously deformed. The word content of this class 

illustrates the distinct frames employed by the pro-life and pro-choice camps: pro-life 

advocates argue that the issue “is about unborn babies” while pro-choice advocates maintain 

that it is about a woman’s right to terminate a pregnancy,53 and particularly in this case, 

where the health of the woman or of the fetus may be in question.54

Proponents of the bill described the procedure provocatively and with language of the 

pro-life frame (e.g., substituting “baby” for “fetus”): 

(65)  . . . and just a few #inches from a #completed birth, the physician uses an 

#instrument/ such as a #pair of #scissors to #tear or #perforate the #skull. The 

physician will then either/ crush the #skull or will use a #vacuum to #remove the 

#brain and other intracranial/ #contents from the #fetal #skull, #collapse the #fetus’s 

#head and #pull the #fetus from the/ #uterus. (George Voinovich) 
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(65)  The #doctor #opened up the #scissors, #stuck a #high powered #suction #tube 

#into the #opening, #sucked the #baby’s #brains #out. Now the #baby went 

#completely limp. He #cut the #umbilical #cord and #delivered the #placenta. He 

threw the #baby in a pan along with the #placenta and the #instruments he had just 

used. (Mike DeWine)  

Opponents of the bill countered with gruesome stories of deformities and complicated 

pregnancies: 

(69)  Vicki talked about having two children and a #third #child on the way. Here she 

was, late in her #pregnancy. She #described the #pregnancy as disgustingly #normal. 

At 32 #weeks in the #pregnancy, 8 #months #into the #pregnancy, she went in for an 

#ultrasound and #discovered the #little #boy she was #carrying had at least 9 #major 

#anomalies, #including a #fluid #filled cranium with no #brain #tissue at all, 

compacted, . . .  (Richard Durbin) 

 

(54)  “My #doctor sent me to #several #specialists, #including a #perinatologist, a 

#pediatric radiologist, and a #geneticist in a #desperate attempt to find a way to save 

her. But everyone agreed, she would not #survive #outside of my #body. They also 

#feared that as the #pregnancy #progressed, before I went #into #labor, she would 

#probably #die from the #increased compression in her #brain.” (Barbara Boxer) 

The single senator with a very high χ2  value for this class is Barbara Boxer, with 66 

(1%). Other significant tags for individual senators include a mixture of strong opponents to 

the bill (Corzine χ2=27 (1%); Stabenow χ2=11 (1%); and Clinton χ2=5 (10%)) and strong 

supporters (Santorum χ2=4 (10%); Frist χ2=7 (5%); Allard χ2=7 (5%); and Ensign χ2=5 

(10%)). The very large χ2  value of 512 for the “printed material” tag signifies that senators 

were highly reliant upon letters and statements from outsiders (much of it describing personal 

experiences) for the content of this class. Finally, while small in comparison the Republican 

party tag is nonetheless significant at 10% with a χ2  value of 4.  
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For Class 4, ten of the top fifteen most representative words (and  χ2 values) are 

senate+ (687),  president+ (682),  house+ (432),  floor (423),  vote+ (415), yield+ (401), 

committee+ (395), senator+ (307), motion+ (238), and amend+ (200). This thematic class 

focuses on the process of the legislation, but particularly two quite contentious aspects of the 

bill: first, its failure to be considered by the Senate Judiciary Committee, and second, the 

attempt by the House and the subsequent success of the conference to exclude the Senate-

approved Harkin Amendment (supporting Roe v. Wade).   

In March, Democrats rallied around Boxer’s motion to commit, but so did a few 

Republicans, notably, Patrick Leahy:   

(68)  #Mr. #President, when #Senator Santorum #introduced S.3 on February 14, the 

#leadership immediately placed the #bill on the #Senate legislative calendar, 

#bypassing #committee #consideration of the #bill. I #rise #today to #support the 

#motion to #commit the #bill for #consideration by the #Judiciary #Committee. 

#Senators deserve the #benefit of full #consideration and vigorous #debate before 

they are #asked to cast a #vote on such a significant and complicated #issue. (Patrick 

Leahy)   

Following on from this ECU in the text, Leahy argued that since the last consideration of this 

issue by the Judiciary Committee (in 1997), “there has been judicial review of similar 

legislation, including a Supreme Court decision,that should be fully vetted by the Judiciary 

Committee. The committee referral process is there for a reason and we ought to respect it.”  

Santorum defended the Senate leadership’s decision to bypass committee 

consideration by arguing on March 10th that the bill was “unfinished business from last year” 

and that “infirmities in the Nebraska statue” that resulted in the Supreme Court ruling had 

been addressed and remedied in the current bill: 

(43) …  it is identical to the #bill that is on the #floor #today. We #asked for its 

#consideration #last year. I came to the #floor on a #couple of #occasions and #asked 

for #unanimous #consent to #bring this #bill forward. (Rick Santorum)  
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In his view, the bill had made clear which procedure was to be banned and had provided a 

stronger case against the need for a health exception. Congress had a “right”, moreover, to 

deferential treatment from the Supreme Court because of its ability to provide a “more 

exhaustive study” through hearings and deliberations. In short, the Court had made “a horrible 

decision” in the Nebraska case and he saw this bill as a means to rectify that error. 

The second aspect of this Legislative Procedure class reflects the frustration of the 

bill’s opponents at the attempt by the House to strip away the Senate-approved Harkin 

amendment, which reaffirmed support for Roe v. Wade : 

 (74)  #Mr. #President, I #express my cooperation, #sense of solidarity with my 

#colleague from #California, #Mrs. #Boxer, and others under very unusual procedural 

circumstances. In my almost 24 years in the #Senate, I cannot recall ever #rising to 

#speak on a #motion to #disagree with a #House #amendment on a #Senate #bill and 

#request a #conference. (Christopher Dodd)  

The Senate voted 93 - 0 on September 17 to disagree with the House amendment, and a 

conference was arranged, with Hatch, DeWine, Santorum, Feinstein and Boxer appointed as 

conferees (and the Speaker later added Chabot and Lofgren). To the anger of many Senate 

Democrats, the conference version of the bill excluded any support for Roe v. Wade. The 

Rules Committee subsequently waived points of order that were raised against the report, and 

thus the final bill no longer contained the Harkin amendment supporting Roe v. Wade.  

One of the top representative ECUs from this class (by Boxer) flags this dispute over 

the Harkin amendment as core to this class: 

(44)  There we are. We are sitting in a #conference #committee. Here is where we 

are. The #House and the #Senate #passed different #bills. What was different about 

our #bill, S.3? #Senator #Harkin put in #language, and the #Senate #voted on it 

#twice-- #twice: once was #unanimous, once was a #majority to keep Roe v. . . .  

(Barbara Boxer) 
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Using this ECU as an indicator of key sections within the debates in which senators battled to 

shape the choices available in the final vote, it is worth examining more fully Boxer’s 

disparaging remarks about the conference committee (which follow on from the above ECU): 

So I come to the conference committee ready, along with Senator Feinstein, and other 

Congress people, to debate this issue. After all, my friend says here, we don’t have 

any problem with Roe. This has nothing to do with Roe. Fine. Let’s keep it in the bill, 

folks, a sense of the Senate that Roe v. Wade should not be overturned. The Senate 

voted for it twice. Let me tell you how long it took them to kick that amendment out. 

It was about 5 minutes. Not even a real discussion, not even a discussion about an 

amendment that passed this Senate twice . . . . 

The single senator with a high χ2  value for class 4 is Harry Reid, with χ2  = 76 (1%). 

In 2003 Reid was the Democratic whip but in 2004 became the Senate Democratic Leader, 

and thus his prominence in speaking to this Legislative Procedure class is not surprising. 

More intriguing is that Reid is an error in NOMINATE—i.e., incorrectly predicted to vote 

against the bill. A number of other individual senators are significant for this class 

(Lautenberg χ2=25 (1%); Voinovich χ2=17 (1%); Feingold χ2=14 (1%)), but more notably, 

other significant tags are the yeas on the final bill (χ2  = 6 (10%)) and the obvious reliance on 

statements rather than printed material when arguing on Legislative Procedure (χ2  = 117 

(1%)). 

Before examining the relationships between the classes, it is worth highlighting the 

strong tendency of speakers addressing the theme of Choice, Rights and Morality (class 1) to 

rely on their own arguments rather than letters or speeches of others, and conversely the even 

stronger tendency of those focusing on the Personal Experiences  theme (class 3) to rely on 

the words of others (i.e., printed material).  There also appears to be a difference in the extent 

to which proponents versus opponents relied on statements over printed material. Of the 479 

total speeches, 204 were from senators voting yea and 272 from senators voting nay (with one 

senator abstaining). Of the yeas, 95% relied on their own statements and 5% on printed 

material. Of the nays, 86% relied on statements and 14% on printed material. This seems to 
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suggest that supporters of the ban were more content to construct their speeches more 

independently from the letters and testimony of others, while opponents of the ban were 

slightly more dependent on external sources of material for their speeches.  

b. Linkages Between the Classes 

We have, thus far, gained some understanding of the main themes in the Senate 

debates on the PBA Ban Act. By identifying these themes we can uncover the arguments used 

by the bill’s proponents who, seeking to appease the Supreme Court, manoeuvred the 

carefully-crafted ban through the legislative process. Next, we seek to explore the 

relationships between the classes, and merge them with the complexity of the final roll call 

vote in order to see how most of the bill’s opponents chose to legitimize their votes along the 

constitutional dimension, steering clear of more emotionally charged rhetoric . Alceste 

provides us with two ways to gauge the relationships between the classes: tree graphs and 

correspondence analysis.  

[Figure 2 – about here] 

 i. Tree Graph 

Figure 2 is a tree graph of the thematic classes, schematized according to Alceste’s 

descending hierarchical classification procedure (the percentage weight given to each class by 

the analysis is indicated in parentheses). Beginning at the “trunk” of the tree (from right to 

left—that is, from least related classes to most related classes), we can see that the speeches 

contain two basic forms of argumentation. The first (Class 3 – Personal Experiences: a 

woman’s health v. fetal life) highlights the highly emotive and graphically disturbing 

descriptions of the D & X procedure itself and of women who underwent late-term abortions, 

as given by senators in personal histories. The word content of this class is evocative, graphic, 

personal and undeniably disturbing, and thus is distinct from the other themes of the Senate 

debates on this bill. Class 2 is the second most distinct class in terms of word content, with 

the thrust of senators’ arguments on this theme levelled against the constitutionality of an 

abortion bill that contained no exception for a woman’s health. Finally, classes 1 and 4 can be 

said to be the least distinct of the four, which is not surprising since senators’ more general 
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remarks about abortion (class 1) and the central role for Roe v. Wade in the manoeuvrings of 

the legislative process (class 4) provide plenty of scope for overlapping words. (Another way 

to interpret the overlap between these classes is to note that, inasmuch as Roe has set the stage 

for the conflict between the pro-life and pro-choice camps, it is not surprising to find this 

theme closely associated with the verbal clash between proponents of the two basic frames.) 

The overall percentage distribution of the content of the classes indicates that choice 

and morality—the two basic frames of the abortion debate—consume about one-third of 

senators’ time and energy. The remaining two-thirds of the verbal conflict in the 2003 bill 

appears to be unique to that bill—i.e., the specific procedural measures, the constitutionality 

of the absent health exception, and the gruesome medical details of the procedure are all 

unique to the PBA ban as defined in the 2003 bill. Hence, to ignore the content of the debates 

by focusing solely on the final roll call vote is to miss much of what concerned senators about 

this particular bill. To see this more clearly, we turn to Figure 3, in which the results from 

Alceste’s classification are represented in correspondence space.  

[Figure 3 – about here] 

 ii. Correspondence Analysis 

The program cross-tabulates classes and words in their root form in order to create a matrix 

that can then be subjected to factor correspondence analysis.55 In this way, we obtain a spatial 

representation of the relations between the classes. The positions of the points is contingent 

on correlations rather than coordinates,56 where distance reflects the degree of co-

occurrence.57 With respect to the axes, correspondence analysis aims to account for a 

maximum amount of association58 along the first (horizontal) axis. The second (vertical) axis 

seeks to account for a maximum of the remaining association, and so on. Hence, the total 

association is divided into components along principal axes. The resulting map provides a 

means for transforming numerical information into pictorial form. It provides a framework for 

the user to formulate her own interpretations, rather than providing clear-cut conclusions.59  

Figure 3 presents a map of the correspondence analysis of the classes and tags for the 

Senate debates on the bill superimposing classes and tags on a single graph—where distance 
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between a class and a tag (or between two classes) reflects the degree of association. (A 

second correspondence map provides the dispersion of characteristic words around the centre 

point of each class. This is given in Appendix 2, Figure 4.) 

Beneath the correspondence map are the percentage associations for each factor, with 

the first accounting for 44.4% and the second accounting for an additional 32.9%. Hence, a 

two-dimensional correspondence space accounts for 77.3% of the total variation in the 

corpus.60 Yet, dimensionality in this context requires careful dissection and analysis before a 

coherent picture may be obtained.  

From Figure 3 we can observe first that the horizontal axis mirrors the cleavage 

between the Personal Experiences class and the other three classes that we observe in the tree 

map (Figure 2)—that is, the  Personal Experiences class falls at the far left while the other 

three fall to the right of the mid-point. The “Republican” tag falls in the same quadrant as the 

Personal Experiences class, which suggests that a good number of Republican senators relied 

on this emotive class in their debates on the bill. That is, Republican senators tended to 

highlight the gruesome details of the abortion procedure by providing individual stories for an 

emotive punch. We noted earlier, however, that Boxer’s tag for this class is highly significant, 

and thus as a Democrat, she appears anomalous in her attempt to counter the gruesome details 

of the procedure rhetoric with equally gruesome rhetoric detailing the turmoil of women who 

resorted to the procedure for their own health or to abort seriously deformed fetuses. 

Second, the “nay” and “yea” tags at the top and bottom of the graph appear to reflect 

pole positions of the bill’s opponents and proponents. Very near the nay tag is the Democrat 

tag, and both are in close proximity to the Constitutionality class. This suggests that 

opponents of the bill (of which most were Democrats) tended to focus on the issue of 

constitutionality, arguing that without a health exception the bill would violate the precedent 

of Roe v. Wade, while proponents framed their arguments around more emotive rhetoric 

(particularly the gruesome nature of the method as detailed in the personal experiences 

theme).  
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  These observations suggest two broad lines of conflict in the debates over the bill. 

The first and primary (horizontal) conflict lends empirical support to the argument that the 

bill’s supporters sought to divide D & X from other abortion procedures by focusing on its 

more gory details. (In terms of a trade-off, this may be construed as more extreme versus less 

extreme forms of abortion.) We thus see Santorum, as sponsor, and other supporters (Ensign,  

Nickles and Enzi) clustered in the bottom left cell, near the  Personal Experiences class. 

Indeed on March 11, Enzi described the Republican strategy in framing the PBA ban. He 

maintained that the issue of the health exception was a side argument; the real motive of the 

bill was to force moderate pro-choice senators into taking a more extreme defensive posture 

by leaving them with no option but to endorse what was framed as an inhumane abortion 

procedure (italics added): 

This is about life and death, and that is why the bill speaks specifically to life. What 

we tried to do in framing this argument was to come up with the most definite 

situation when those who are in favor of abortion are separated from those opposed to 

abortion. It is pretty much that simple. There will be some efforts to try to bring it 

back a little more to the middle so people can put a little bit of a spin on their 

decision, but that is what this is about. That is why a procedure was picked that is not 

taught any longer; a procedure was picked that the American Medical Association 

said is not needed anymore. That makes it pretty clear. . . . You can add all the 

qualifications you want to it, but if you cannot oppose partial-birth abortion, then you 

must be in favor of abortion.  

The strategy could hardly be clearer: proponents “picked” the D & X procedure in order to 

frame abortion in starker, more unacceptable terms, thereby moving some pro-choice 

legislators to support the ban (and endorse the sentiments of Sen. Pat Moynihan, who years 

earlier had described the procedure as “just too close to infanticide”). 61 Other pro-choice 

senators (mostly women Democrats such as Boxer, Stabenow and Clinton) sought to recast 

and redirect the emotions surrounding the procedure to favour the patients. They countered 

the gruesome personal stories of their Republican colleagues with equally gruesome and 
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emotive stories of women who experienced late term abortions under difficult and sad 

circumstances, although this left them on weaker ground in defending women who postponed 

the decision until late in the pregnancy, and little justification for the necessity of the D & X 

procedure over the more standard D & E procedure. 

In short, this primary dimension can be interpreted as an attempt by the bill’s 

supporters to frame the procedure as uniquely different from other abortion procedures (that 

is, morally unacceptable), and thereby leave moderate pro-choice senators with no middle 

ground upon which to stand. For Senators Boxer, Stabenow and Clinton, the only recourse 

was to counter the horror of infanticide with the horror of a deformed fetus and a distraught 

woman.  

As will be further discussed in the next section, this primary dimension not only 

forced moderate pro-choice senators away from the middle ground, but was also important in 

shaping the final policy outcome in the Supreme Court. The framing of the D & X procedure 

as infanticide was critical to the Court’s decision to uphold the ban.  

The second line of conflict is situated on the vertical axis, and it is this cleavage that 

appears to underpin the ultimate dimensionality of the roll call vote (from Figure 1), as it pits 

the opponents of the bill (mostly Democrats) against its proponents (mostly Republicans). 

The content of this dimension appears to be the controversy surrounding the constitutionality 

of the omission of the health exception, with the Constitutionality theme extending to the very 

top of the spatial map, while all the three remaining classes are situated in the bottom 

quadrants. This, together with the close proximity of the Democrat and nay tags, suggests that 

while both opponents and proponents of the bill spoke to the theme of constitutionality, 

Democratic opponents of the bill dominated this discussion. (Unsurprisingly, there is also an 

overrepresentation of members of the Judiciary Committee--e.g., Feinstein, Durbin, Kennedy, 

Kyl, Grassley, Feingold, and DeWine—who presumably felt compelled to speak to issues of 

constitutionality.)  

The overall strategy of the pro-ban senators appears to have been one of forcing 

opponents of the ban to wage a battle on two fronts—one, to defend a health exception which 
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was said (by the pro-ban senators) to be medically unwarranted (and thereby not germane, 

given the congressional findings contained in the bill), and in doing so, two, to defend an 

abortion procedure which was framed by the pro-ban senators in a particularly gruesome way. 

Proponents of the bill thus sought to shift the abortion conflict away from the traditional issue 

of Choice, Rights and Morality to two particular aspects of abortion on which pro-lifers 

perceived a more certain victory—recasting D & X as infanticide and building a case against 

the health exception. By eliminating overt support for Roe v. Wade in the process (with the 

elimination of the Harkin amendment), proponents sought to further dissipate any middle 

ground in the abortion conflict, thereby intensifying the polarization on this issue within 

Congress. 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 The case of the Partial-birth Abortion Ban Act reveals that over three-fourths of the content 

of the Senate debates on this bill can be captured in a two-dimensional correspondence 

space.62 Surprisingly, the primary dimension in this discourse (which essentially pits an 

extreme abortion procedure against less extreme procedures) does not reflect the ultimate 

divide in the roll call vote. Rather, the split between the yeas and nays is captured in the 

second dimension, as shown in Figure 3. A first dimension that does not reflect the final vote 

would appear, at first glance, to be an anomaly. Why did senators expend so much effort 

debating an aspect of the abortion ban that did not appear to form the core of their ultimate 

voting decision? Put another way, why did senators not spend more time debating the issue of 

the constitutionality of the health exception, if that indeed is what appears to have formed the 

basis of conflict in the final vote? 

The answer rests with an understanding of the strategy of the proponents of the bill, 

which was to wage a two-pronged battle. Passage of the bill in Congress was never in serious 

doubt (given the Republican majority, previous successful votes on similar legislation and an 

assured signature of President Bush); rather, the larger battle was directed at the Supreme 

Court. By framing a specific type of abortion as morally unacceptable and by laying down the 

gauntlet to the Supreme Court, Santorum and other sponsors sought to further their 
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incremental assault on abortion in general. Omitting both the exception for a woman’s health 

and any endorsement of Roe v. Wade were clear signals of the bill’s attempt to further 

polarize the abortion issue. The reason that the bill’s supporters latched onto the D & X 

procedure was that it enabled them to frame abortion in a particularly negative and passionate 

way, and thereby gain leverage in a larger anti-abortion struggle. Within the legislative arena, 

by framing the D & X procedure as infanticide, proponents gained political points by forcing 

anti-ban senators into a difficult defensive position. 

  Yet if the strategy of the proponents was to wage battles on both emotive and 

constitutional fronts, we are still left with two basic dimensions of conflict. How did the 

constitutional front become the basis for the final vote? The simple answer is that the bulk of 

the opponents of the bill chose to devote more time to arguing the constitutional case than to 

defending a procedure that had been effectively framed in the bill as infanticide. This is not to 

say that opponents ignored the more difficult challenge of the infanticide frame: indeed, it 

seemed to have been left to a small number of women senators (who as Boxer reminded her 

audience, were empathetic mothers and grandmothers) to refute the framing of D & X as 

inhumane. On average, however, opponents of the bill (mostly Democrats) shied away from 

the personal and emotive aspects in favour of legal and constitutional aspects. In short, while 

proponents of the bill defined the conflict in predominantly two dimensions, most of the bill’s 

opponents opted to fight the (stronger and more objective) constitutional argument, thereby 

defining the content of the final vote.  

In a more speculative vein, one might interpret the second dimension as the only 

relevant choice for the final vote, inasmuch as it provided the bill’s opponents and proponents 

a clear choice—senators who voted nay argued that the missing health exemption was 

unconstitutional while the bill’s proponents held this argument to be irrelevant. The primary 

dimension—the extreme nature of the abortion procedure—was a useful framing device for 

the pro-lifers (and indeed resonated clearly in Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion in Gonzales 

v. Carhart 63). Yet both camps knew that lessening the extremity of the procedure was (and 

is) not the goal of the most ardent pro-lifers—the goal is to end all abortion procedures. 
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Hence, opponents of the bill steered well clear of this argument and instead deliberately chose 

to vote on the constitutionality argument. 

This case illustrates the tendency of strategic legislative actors to deploy various tools 

to gain victory—here, most conspicuously the rhetoric used to frame the D & X procedure as 

infanticide. This helped to polarize positions on abortion even further by denying a middle 

ground on a particular abortion procedure. But more importantly, while we find two 

fundamental dimensions of verbal conflict in the Senate debates on the PBA Ban Act of 2003, 

it is senators’ competing interpretations of the meaning of the constitution which seem to map 

best onto the determinative roll call. In sum, the analysis of voting behaviour may be 

important for some purposes, but  it can sometimes miss the larger political reality. In this 

case, the reality was that the legislative process was not simply a channel for transforming 

general liberal-conservative attitudes into a social choice, but rather it served to reveal the 

primary dimension upon which senators legitimized their votes—namely, whether or not the 

ban could survive constitutional scrutiny. 
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APPENDIX 1: DETAILS OF ALCESTE METHODOLOGY 

Alceste is textual analsyis software that identifies a speaker’s association of ideas and main 

arguments—ideas and arguments which can then be correlated with characteristics of the 

speaker’s (e.g., party affiliation, constituency characteristics and so on). The package relies 

upon co-occurrence analysis, which is the statistical analysis of frequent word pairs in a text 

corpus. Alceste was developed by Max Reinert 64 and has been applied in sociology and 

psychology,65 and in political science.66 It has been described as a “methodology” insofar as 

it “integrates a multitude of highly sophisticated statistical methods,”67 and, “(t)aken together, 

the program realizes a complex descending hierarchical classification combining elements of 

different statistical methods like segmentation,68 hierarchical classification and 

dichotomization based on reciprocal averaging or correspondence analysis69 and the theory of 

dynamic clouds.70”71 More simply, it may be described as a marriage of textual and statistical 

analysis.72   

There are two preconditions for good results with Alceste: (1) the textual data must 

be consistent within the whole (e.g., themes and conditions of production are both consistent); 

and (2) the text must be large enough for the statistical output to be relevant (with a minimum 

of 10,000 words). The software is particularly adept at analyzing naturally occurring (or non-

reactive) textual data. The Senate debates on the 2003 PBA ban fit these preconditions 

precisely: the speeches all relate to aspects of abortion, the total word count is 257,999, and 

the textual data are non-reactive. 

Alceste determines word distribution patterns within a text, with the objective being 

to obtain a primary statistical classification of simple statements (or “contextual units”)73 in 

order to reveal the most characteristic words, which in turn can be distinguished as word 

classes that represent different forms of discourse concerning the topic of the text. Through its 

dictionary, Alceste prepares the text by reducing different forms of the same word (in the 

form of plurals, suffixes, etc.) to the root form and transforms irregular verbs to the indicative, 

thereby producing a matrix of reduced forms. It also subdivides the corpus into “function 

words” (articles, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, and auxiliary verbs) and “content 
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words” (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs). The content words are understood to carry the 

meaning of the discourse and the final analysis is based on these. (Content words are 

sometimes referred to as the “meaningful words”.) The program creates a data matrix (an 

“indicator matrix”) which allows an analysis of statistical similarities and dissimilarities of 

words in order to identify repetitive language patterns. This matrix relates relevant words in 

columns and contextual units in rows, so that if a given word is present, a 1 is entered in the 

cell; otherwise, the entry is 0.  Then, using descending hierarchical classification analysis, the 

program identifies word classes. (The term “class” is used for descending hierarchical 

classification analysis while the term “cluster” is used for the more traditional ascending 

cluster analysis.74) The first class comprises the total set of contextual units in the initial 

indicator matrix. The program then attempts to partition that class into two further classes that 

contain different vocabulary and ideally do not contain any overlapping words. The methods 

used for this are optimal scaling and the adoption of a maximum chi-squared criterion for 

cutting the ordered set of words. Alceste compares the distribution of words in each of the 

two new classes with the average distribution of words. Different forms of discourse that use 

different vocabulary will result in an observed word distribution that deviates systematically 

from one where the words are independent of each other. The procedure searches for 

maximally separate patterns of co-occurrence between the word classes. The chi-squared 

criterion is thus used as a measure of the relationship that exists between words, rather than as 

a test.  

Following an iterative process, the descending hierarchical classification method 

decomposes the classes until a predetermined number of iterations fails to result in further 

divisions. With each step, the descending hierarchical classification uses the first factor of the 

factorial analysis of correspondences; its top-down design thus allows it to eliminate class 

“artefacts”.75 The result is a hierarchy of classes, which may be schematized as a tree 

diagram.  
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The classification follows a specified procedure using chi-squared, and may be 

illustrated using Kronberger and Wagner’s example of the decomposition of an original 

matrix into two classes.76  

 
 Specific vocabulary 

of class 2 
Overlapping 
vocabulary 

Specific vocabulary 
of class 3 

 

 food fruit say word j Cure cancer  
Class 2 45 12 20 k2j 0 0 k2

Class 3 0 0 21 k3j 33 20 k3

 45 12 41 kj 33 20 k 
 

Classes 2 and 3 are optimally separate in that they have as little overlap in words as 

possible. “The numbers in the table (k2j, k3j) indicate the frequency of contextual units for 

each class containing a specific word j. In our example, class 2 consists of statements 

containing words like ‘food’ and ‘fruit’, while words like ‘cancer’ and ‘cure’ are typical 

for class 3. Of course, it will rarely be possible to separate statements such that words 

occurring in one class do not appear in the other. There will always be some overlapping 

vocabulary, like the word ‘say’ in the example.”77

The chi-squared procedure then establishes “out of all possible procedures” two 

classes that maximize the following criterion:  
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APPENDIX 2: CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS OF CLASSES FOR SENATE 

DEBATES, REPRESENTATIVE WORDS 

Figure 4 provides a more detailed correspondence graph of the representative words in the 

analysis. This graph allows us to visualize the spread and overlap of the representative words 

from the analysis. The white dots represent the centre point for each graph (as depicted in 

Figure 3), while the shaded areas help to illustrate the dispersion of each class. 

[Figure 4 – about here] 
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TABLE 1: SENATE DEBATES ON PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION ACT 
 
PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003 

(Senate - March 10, 2003) 
 

Page: S3383 though  page: S3389 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION ACT 
OF 2003--Continued -- 

(Senate - March 10, 2003) 
 

Page: S3390 through page: S3399 
 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003 

(Senate - March 11, 2003) 
 

Page: S3422 through page: S3429 
 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003--Continued -
- 

(Senate - March 11, 2003) Page: S3456 through page: S3463 
(deleting interruption of debate to discuss Iraq), and 
 
Page: S3467 through page: S3494 
(excluding statistical  tables)  
 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003 
  ( Durbin amendment No. 259, 
in the nature of a substitute) 

(Senate - March 12, 2003) 
 

Page: S3560 through page: S3608 
 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT 

(Senate - March 12, 2003) 
 

Page: S3644 through page: S3647 
 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003 

(Senate - March 13, 2003) 
 

Page: S3653 through page: S3662 
 

THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE (Senate - September 15, 
2003) 

Page: S11454 through page: S11460 
* (included given its relevance and that it immediately 
precedes the resumption of the main debate) 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003--Resumed -- 

(Senate - September 16, 
2003) 

Page: S11551 through page: S11557 
 



PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003 

(Senate - September 17, 
2003) 
 

Page: S11589 through page: S11601 
(excludes statistical table) 

ROE ROE. V. WADE (Senate - September 17, 
2003) 

Page: S11601 through page: S11605 
* (included given its relevance and that it is temporally 
situated in close proximity to the main debate) 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003--
CONFERENCE REPORT 

(Senate - October 21, 2003) 
 

Page: S12914 through page: S12927 
 

PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION 
BAN ACT OF 2003 
CONFERENCE REPORT--
Continued 

(Senate - October 21, 2003) Page: S12927 through page: S12948 
 

 



TABLE 2:  List of Senators (members of Judiciary Committee in italic; * = error in Nominate)

Name State Party Rank Name State Party Rank
BARBARA BOXER CA D 1.0 SUSAN COLLINS ME R 51.0

ED KENNEDY MA D 2.0 ARLEN SPECTER PA R 52.0

FRANK LAUTENBERG NJ D 3.0 GEORGE VOINOVICH OH R 53.0

JACK REED RI D 4.0 MIKE DEWINE OH R 54.0

JON CORZINE NJ D 5.0 GORDON SMITH OR R 55.0

ERNEST HOLLINGS SC D 6.0* NORM COLEMAN MN R 56.0

BOB GRAHAM FL D 7.0 RICHARD LUGAR IN R 57.0

PAUL SARBANES MD D 9.5a JOHN WARNER VA R 58.0

JAMES JEFFORDS VT I 9.5b PAT ROBERTS KS R 59.5a

TOM HARKIN IA D 9.5c ZELL MILLER GA D 59.5b

ROBERT BYRD WV D 9.5d SAM BROWNBACK KS R 61.5a

PATRICK LEAHY VT D 12.0* BEN CAMPBELL CO R 61.5b

CHRISTOPHER DODD CT D 13.0 LISA MURKOWSKI AK R 63.5a

DANIEL AKAKA HI D 14.5a ROBERT BENNETT UT R 63.5b

CARL LEVIN MI D 14.5b KAY HUTCHISON, TX R 65.0

RICHARD DURBIN IL D 16.0 CHUCK HAGEL NE R 66.5a

DANIEL INOUYE HI D 17.5a SAXBY CHAMBLISS GA R 66.5b

RUSSELL FEINGOLD WI D 17.5b JAMES TALENT MO R 68.0

JOHN ROCKEFELLER WV D 19.0 PETER FITZGERALD IL R 69.0

JOHN EDWARDS NC D 20.0 CHUCK GRASSLEY IA R 70.5a

JOHN KERRY MA D 21.5a ELIZABETH DOLE NC R 70.5b

HILLARY CLINTON NY D 21.5b THAD COCHRAN MS R 72.0

BARBARA MIKULSKI MD D 23.0 TED STEVENS AK R 73.5a

MARK DAYTON MN D 24.0 RICHARD SHELBY AL R 73.5b

PATTY MURRAY WA D 26.0a WILLIAM FRIST TN R 76.0a

DEBBIE STABENOW MI D 26.0b CHRISTOPHER BOND MO R 76.0b

MARIA CANTWELL WA D 26.0c PETE DOMENICI NM R 76.0c

RON WYDEN OR D 28.0 MITCH MCCONNELL KY R 78.0

DIANNE FEINSTEIN CA D 29.0 GEORGE ALLEN VA R 79.0

HERB KOHL WI D 30.5a LAMAR ALEXANDER TN R 80.0

BILL NELSON FL D 30.5b ORRIN HATCH (Chair, Judiciary) UT R 81.0

CHARLES SCHUMER NY D 33.0a JIM BUNNING KY R 82.0

JOSEPH LIEBERMAN CT D 33.0b CONRAD BURNS MT R 83.0

JOSEPH BIDEN DE D 33.0c* TRENT LOTT MS R 84.0

JEFF BINGAMAN NM D 35.0 MIKE CRAPO ID R 85.5a

HARRY REID NV D 36.0* LARRY CRAIG ID R 85.5b

TOM DASCHLE SD D 37.0 JAMES INHOFE OK R 87.0

TIM JOHNSON SD D 38.0 JOHN CORNYN TX R 88.0

BYRON DORGAN ND D 39.0 CRAIG THOMAS WY R 89.0

KENT CONRAD ND D 40.0 MICHAEL ENZI WY R 90.0

THOMAS CARPER DE D 41.0* JUDD GREGG NH R 91.0

EVAN BAYH IN D 42.0 LINDSEY GRAHAM SC R 92.0

MARK PRYOR AR D 43.0 JOHN SUNUNU NH R 93.5a

BLANCHE LINCOLN AR D 44.0 RICK SANTORUM PA R 93.5b

MARY LANDRIEU LA D 45.0 WAYNE ALLARD CO R 95.0

MAX BAUCUS MT D 46.0* JOHN ENSIGN NV R 96.5a

JOHN BREAUX LA D 47.0 JOHN MCCAIN AZ R 96.5b*

BENJAMIN NELSON NE D 48.0 JEFF SESSIONS AL R 98.0

LINCOLN CHAFEE RI R 49.0 DON NICKLES OK R 99.0

OLYMPIA SNOWE ME R 50.0 JON KYL AZ R 100.0



Table  3: Alceste Analysis: Basic Statistics for Senate Debates on Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act of 2003 
 
Total Word Count 257,999 
Unique Words Analyzed 107,065 
Passive Variables (Tagged Indicators)          59 
I.C.U.s (= number of speeches)        479 
Classified E.C.U.s      4907 (= 78% of the retained E.C.U.)  
Lexical Classes           4 
Distribution of Classes (%) 1 35.9  Choice, Rights & Morality 

2 27.5  Constitutionality 
3 21.0  Personal Experiences (woman’s health versus fetal life) 
4 15.6  Legislative Procedure 
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Figure 2: Senate Debates on Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act
 of 2003 – Tree Graph of the Stable Classes
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Figure 3: Correspondence Analysis of Classes and Tags from
 Senate Debates on Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act
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Figure 4: Senate Debates on Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act – 
 Word Distribution in Correspondence Space
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